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ĐỀ 1 (Hà Nội - 2020) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the 

following questions. 

Question 1. 

A. better  B. father  C. bigger  D. reuse 

Question 2. 

A. looked  B. visited  C. stopped  D. watched 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 3. 

A. improve  B. culture  C. pollute  D. attend 

Question 4. 

A. decide  B. reduce  C. invite  D. famous 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 

to each of the following questions. 

Question 5. _______ his aunt really likes the apartment, she can't afford to buy it. 

A. Although  B. Because  C. If   D. So 

Question 6. The doctor advised my uncle to stop _______ because it's quite harmful 

to his health. 

A. to smoking  B. smoking  C. to smoke  D. smoke 

Question 7. More and more young people are moving to the city as there are 

_______ of job opportunities here. 

A much  B. a lot   C. a little  D. many 
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Question 8. The artwork was _______ done by the artisan. 

A. careless  B. careful  C. carefully  D. care 

Question 9. The light Went out while he _______ dinner with his family, 

A. is having  B. have had  C. had   D. was having 

Question 10. Last Sunday we arrived at the waterfall nearby _______ 7:00 a.m. 

A. of   B. at   C. in   D. on 

Question 11. The students enjoy _______ badminton every morning. 

A. played  B. playing  C. plays  D. to play 

Question 12. They decided to learn French _______ study in Paris. 

A. so that  B. so as to  C. in order that D. in order 

Question 13. Your brother passed the final exam, _______? 

A. did he  B. doesn't he  C. does he  D. didn't he 

Question 14. I got some _______ advice on how to make a presentation from my 

teacher, so I passed my oral test. 

A. useless  B. uselessness  C. useful  D. usefulness 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 15. My brother went on with the project even though his boss said it was 

impossible to do it. 

A. fought  B. began  C. made  D. continued 

Question 16. We should go to the mountainous area to enjoy some fresh air at the 

weekend. 

A. unpolluted  B. rainy  C. windy  D. polluted 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 17. I find playing sports an exciting way to exercise. 

A. normal  B. interesting  C. regular  D. boring 

Question 18. Tom felt nervous the moment the plane took off. 

A. turned off  B. flew up  C. ran   D. landed 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 

response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 19. Robert: "Would you like to have dinner with me tonight?" 

           Mary: "__________________” 

A. No, I won't    B. Yes, I will 

C. Never mind, thanks   D. Yes, I'd' love to 

Question 20. Jim: "What a beauriful painting" 

           Nam: "__________________” 

A. I don't mind if you say that 

B. It's very nice of you to say so 

C. I'm glad to tell you so 

D. You're welcome 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Ha Long Bay is a UNESCO World Heritage site in Quang Ninh province, in 

the northeast of VietNam. It has got over 1, 600 islands and islets. Among the many 

ancient fishing villages in Ha Long Bay, only Cua Van floating village remains. All 

the houses and buildings in the village float on huge wooden rafts. 
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The villagers spend their days fishing and looking after the sea life. Then they 

sail to the mainland to trade their fish for things like food, drinking water or clothes. 

Most children go to floating schools and then spend the rest of their time learning 

important skills like swimming and fishing. They also help out their parents as much 

as they can. 

Their lifestyle may seem strange to many people, but it's so wonderful to live 

among such natural beauty and know you are protecting it. The villagers are able to 

help preserve their beautiful bay because they live directly on the water. 

 

Ouestion 21. The word "they" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to _______. 

A. the houses B. the builders C. the schools  D. the villagers 

Question 22. According to the passage, the villagers' lifestyle may seem _______ to 

many people. 

A. strange  B. boring  C. tiring  D. dangerous 

Question 23. The villagers not only fish but also _______ the sea life. 

A. look at  B. look after  C. damage  D. pollute 

Question 24. The villagers are able to help preserve their beautiful bay because 

_______. 

A. they live directly on the water  B. they don't live directly on the water 

C. they live far from the sea   D. they live on the land 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Over the last five years, more and more students from the school have taken 

part in environmental projects, such as tree planting and improving the school 

grounds. But, no matter how much we do, there's always more that can be (25) 

_______ to improve the place where we live. 
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This year students from the Conservation Club plan to work with local people 

to make a community garden near the school. As Tim, a student, says: "No one (26) 

_______ to live in an unattractive area. If we work together, we can turn these areas 

into spaces that we can enjoy (27) _______ time in." This kind of local action is not 

just about (28) _______ environment. It also helps people get to know (29) _______ 

neighbors and it can help build stronger communities. 

If you care (30) _______ the state of your town, and you are interested in 

taking part in the project, please contact the school for further information. 

Question 25. A. do  B. did   C. done  D. does 

Question 26. A. want  B. wants  C. stays  D. stay 

Question 27. A. paying  B. doing  C. giving  D. spending 

Question 28. A. a   B. an   C. the   D. / 

Question 29. A. their  B. his   C. her   D. its 

Question 30. A. about  B. on   C. at   D. in 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 

that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 31. The doctor which we met in France has just sent us a greeting card. 

A. a   B. which  C. has    D. met 

Question 32. We cancelled our camping trip because of it rained heavily. 

A. heavily  B. cancelled  C. because of  D. camping 

Question 33. You should to read more books if you want to improve your English 

vocabulary. 

A. to improve B. to read  C. vocabulary  D. if 

Question 34. I wish all the children in the world don't have to live in poverty any 

more. 

A. in  B. all the children  C. don't have to  D. the 
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is 

closest in meaning to the original sentence in each of the following questions. 

Question 35. “Let's go to Ngoc Son temple on New Year's Eve, " Mai said. 

A. Mai suggested go Ngoc Son temple on New Year's Eve. 

B. Mai suggests going to Ngoc Son temple on New Year's Eve. 

C. Mai suggested that we went to Ngoc Son temple on New Year's Eve. 

D. Mai suggested going to Ngoc Son temple on New Year's Eve. 

Question 36. Ally wants to buy that dress, but she doesn't have enough money. 

A. If Ally has enough money, she can buy that dress. 

B. If Ally have enough money, she could buy that dress. 

C. If Ally had enough money, she will buy that dress. 

D. If Ally had enough money, she could buy that dress. 

Question 37. Your house is more modern than mine. 

A. My house is more modern than yours. 

B. My house isn't as modern as yours house. 

C. My house isn't as modem as yours. 

D. My house is as modern as yours. 

Question 38. "If I were you, I would raise money for the poor;" I said to Thomas. 

A I advised Thomas to raise money for the poor. 

B. I said Thomas to raise money for the poor. 

C. Tasked Thomas why he doesn't raise money for the poor. 

D. I asked Thomas why didn't he raise money for the poor. 

Question 39. Her father invited him to the conference. 

A. He was invited to the conference by her father. 

B. He has been invited to the conference by her father. 

C. He were invited to the conference by her father. 
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D. He is invited to the conference by her father. 

Question 40. This is the first time his children have tried Japanese cuisine. 

A. His children last tried Japanese cuisine a long time ago. 

B. His children tried Japanese cuisine at first. 

C. His children have never tried Japanese cuisine before. 

D. His children tried Japanese cuisine before. 

 

Đáp áp: 

1. D 11. B 21. D 31. B 

2. B 12. B 22. A 32. C 

3. B 13. D 23. B 33. B 

4. D 14. C 24. A 34. C 

5. A 15. D 25. C 35. D 

6. B 16. A 26. D 36. D 

7. B 17. D 27. D 37. C 

8. C 18. D 28. A 38. A 

9. D 19. D 29. A 39. C 

10. B 20. B 30. A 40. A  
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ĐỀ 2 (Hà Nội - 2021) 

PHẦN I / 20 câu (0,3đ/câu) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 

response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 1. Thanh: "Would you like to have some more ice cream, Binh? 

          Binh: "__________________” 

A. Thanks. I’d love to.   B. I do, too. 

C. I'm looking forward.  D. Here you are. 

Question 2. David: "Thank you for spending time showing me around." 

         Jones: "__________________” 

A. It's my pleasure.   B. I don't know what time that person comes. 

C. Never remind me.   D. I don't want to spend it. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheer to indicate the best answer to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 3. Peter _______ have lunch in the school canteen when he was in grade 

6. 

A. is used to  B. used to  C. was used to  D. gets used to 

Question 4. His mother is very proud of him, _______ she? 

A. doesn’t  B. does   C. isn't   D. is 

Question 5. Tuan is a good student. He always answers the teacher's questions very 

_______ 

A. rapid  B. quickly  C. more quick  D. good 

Question 6. It's good _______ a glass of warm water immediately after you wake 

up in the morning. 

A. drinking  B. drink  C. to drink  D. to drinking 

Question 7. The first Earth Day was held _______ April 22, 1970. 
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A. in   B. on   C. since  D. at 

Question 8. Traffic _______ in Vietnam usually occur in such big cities as Hanoi 

and Ho Chi Minh City. 

A. system  B. light  C. jams   D. safety 

Question 9. This is a difficult problem, I wish I _______ the answer. 

A. known  B. knew  C. know  D. knowing 

Ouestion 10. We _______ each other at my aunt's house three years ago and friends 

ever since. 

A. meet / were B. met / are  C. met / have been  D. met / had been 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 11. 

A. reduce  B. agree  C. return  D. open 

Question 12. 

A. advise  B. package  c. urban  D. fashion 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word CLOSEST 

in meaning to the underlined word in each of the following questions. 

Question 13. I am very much interested in learning more about ecotourism and its 

benefits. 

A. problems  B. disadvantages C. dangers  D. advantages 

Question 14. I love going to this place as it has the most beautiful scenery in the 

city. 

A. when  B. so that  C. because  D. so 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the 

following questions, 

Question 15. 

A. gold   B. almost  C. cold   D. honey 

Question 16. 

A. decorated  B. entertained  C. destroyed  D. appeared 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate 

the word that best fits each numbered blank. 

Ayer Rock, which was found for the first time by European explorers in 1873, 

is a famous landmark (17) _______ the desert of central Australia. The original 

inhabitants of this part of Australia, the Aborigines, call it Uluru. It is 348 meters 

high, 3, 6 kilometres long and 1,9 kilometres wide. It is a beautiful red-brown colour, 

especially when the sun (18) _______ on it early in the morning and in the evening. 

When tourists want to visit Uluru, they often start 440 kilometres away in a 

town called Alice Springs. People on these trips usually sleep outside under the stars, 

not in tents (19) _______ it's more exciting. A fire keeps away snakes and other 

animals during the night. And when the sun comes up in the morning, the view of 

Uluru is amazing. After breakfast, visitors often walk around the base of the rock. 

There are caves around the base of the rock and inside them you (20) _______ see 

paintings. Some of them are thousands of years old. 

 

Question 17. 

A next   B. front  C. in   D. for 

Question 18. 
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A. watch   B. shines  C. look   D. sits 

Question 19. 

A. moreover   B. however  C. such   D. because 

Question 20. 

A. can   B. are   C. ought  D. have 

 

PHẦN II / 10 câu (0,4đ/câu) 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate 

the best answer to each of the following questions. 

Tel in Viet Nam starts with the first new moon, usually in late January or early 

February. The celebrations usually last for three days. The Vietnamese celebrate Tet 

with family gatherings, wonderful foods and lion dances. Let's take a look at some 

of the traditions linked to Tet, the most popular festival in Viet Nam. 

• Red is a bright, happy colour that keeps away bad spirits. That's why people 

decorate their homes with red and yellow to bring good luck for the next year. Also, 

parents and grandparents give children special lucky money in red envelopes. 

• One thing people avoid during Tet is sweeping the house, Before Tet, the 

Vietnamese clean their houses to clear out any bad luck from the previous year, 

People finish cleaning before New Year's Day because they believe you'll brush 

away your good luck if you sweep the house during Tet. People also buy branches 

of apricot blossom or peach blossom, which symbolise a long life, to decorate their 

houses. 

Traditionally, people travel back to their hometowns to celebrate Tet with their 

family, During their stay, they visit relatives and have large meals together. They 

wear colourful new clothes to bring them good luck for the coming new year. They 
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also visit flower fairs and calligraphy markets where calligraphers can write poems 

on "giấy dó", wood or stone for them. 

 

Question 21. What is the best title of the passage? 

A. Popular activities during Tet holidays. 

B. Tet in Viet Nam. 

C. Traditional celebrations in Viet Nam. 

D. Family gatherings on Tet holidays. 

Question 22. According to the passage, how long does Ter usually last? 

A. In early February. 

B. For a long time. 

C. For three days. 

D. In late January. 

Question 23. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. People finish cleaning their houses before New Year's Day, 

B. The Vietnamese clean their houses during Tet. 

C. Apricot blossom and peach blossom symbolise a long lite. 

D. Houses are decorated with branches of apricot blossom or peach blossom 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 

that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 24. If you don’t feel well, we would discuss this problem after having 

dinner. 

A. this  B. would discuss  C. well   D. having 

Question 25. My sister has so many homework to do that she has no time to go out. 

A. has   B. that  C. no time  D. many homework 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most meaningful 

sentence written from the given words. 

Question 26. My friend/ suggest/ I improve/ social skills. 

A. My friend suggested I improving my social skills. 

B. My friend suggest I should improve my social skills. 

C. My friend suggested I improves my social skills. 

D. My friend suggested that I should improve my social skills. 

Question 27. Although / he /tired / he / have to / finish / homework 

A. Although he tired, he has to finish the homework 

B. Although he is tired, he have to finish the homework. 

C. Although he was tired, he had to finish his homework. 

D. Although he was not tired, he has finish his homework. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is 

closest in meaning to the original one in each of the following questions. 

Question 28. Because of Covid-19 pandemic, we will have to cancel the trip to 

the mountain. 

A. If there were no Covid-19 pandemic, we will not have to cancel the trip to the 

mountain. 

B. If there were no Covid-19 pandemic, we would not have to cancel the trip to the 

mountain. 

C. If there is no Covid-19 pandemic, we would not have to cancel the trip to the 

mountain. 

D. If there was no Covid-19 pandemic, we will have to cancel the trip to the 

mountain. 

Question 29. We should learn English vocabulary through reading. 

A. English vocabulary had to learnt through reading. 
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B. English vocabulary have to be learnt through reading 

C. English vocabulary should be learnt through reading. 

D. English vocabulary should bd learning through reading 

Question 30. "What tine do you come home every day, Mark?" said Tom. 

A Tom said to Mark what time does he come home every day. 

B. Tom asked Mark what time he come home every day. 

C. Tom asked Mark what time did he come home every day. 

D. Tom asked Mark what time he came home every day. 

 

Đáp án: 

1. A 11. D 21. B 

2. A 12. A 22. C 

3. B 13. D 23. B 

4. C 14. C 24. B 

5. B 15. D 25. D 

6. C  16. A 26. D 

7. B 17. C 27. C 

8. C 18. B 28. B 

9. B 19. D 29. C 

10. C 20. A 30. D 
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ĐỀ 3 (HCM 2020) 

I. Choose the word / phrase (A, B, C or D) that best fits the space in each sentence. 

(2.5 pts) 

Question 1. The government is trying to _______ people to use public buses instead 

of motorbikes. 

A. complain  B. provide  C. reuse  D. persuade 

Question 2. Watching TV all day is a bad habit _______ we get no physical exercise. 

A. but   B. even though C. because  D. so 

Question 3. Valentine’s Day is celebrated _______ February 14th. 

A. for   B. in   C. on   D. at 

Question 4. We are looking forward to our _______ in the competition. 

A. participation B. likeness  C. failure  D. variety 

Question 5. Mr. Tan, who teaches physics here, speaks very _______ English. 

A. best  B. good  C. well  D. better 

Question 6. The mosque, which Lan walks _______ on her way to school, looks 

beautiful. 

A. past  B. into  C. through  D. across 

Question 7.  Are you _______ learning on Saturday mornings this term? 

A. interested  B. likely  C. busy  D. expected 

Question 8. That’s Maryam, the girl _______ visited Lan and Nga last week. 

A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. which 

Question 9. Student A: “Give my best regards to your parents.” 

Student B: “______________” 

A. It’s nice of you to say so. 

B. You’re welcome. 

C. I’m glad to hear that. 

D. Thanks. I will. 
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Question 10. Student A: “Would you please wait a while? 

       Student B: “______________” 

A. Never mind. 

B. Certainly! I’ll be right here. 

C. Of course, I wouldn’t. 

D. Not at all. 

 

II. Look at the sign. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 11 and 

12. (0.5 pt) 

Question 11. What does the sign say? 

 

A. not to start the engine with a cellphone. 

B. not to stop and buy a cellphone on the way. 

C. not to use cellphones when driving. 

D. net to talk with friends when driving. 

 

Question 12. What does the sign say? 
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A. The area where the passengers check in to board. 

B. The area where the passengers wait for the fight. 

C. The place where the passengers will leave. 

D. The area where the passengers from landing flights come out. 

 

III. Read the following passage. Decide if the statements from 13 to 16 are True 

or False, and choose the correct answers (A, B, C or D) for questions 17 and 18. 

(1.5 pts) 

In Britain there is a holiday now which people call Mother's Day. In the old 

days many girls from working-class families in towns and cities and from farmers’ 

families in the country worked in rich houses. Once a year, it was usually on Sunday 

in March, they were allowed to visit their families. They went home and bought 

presents for their mothers and for other members of their families. People called that 

day Mothering Day of Mothering Sunday. Mothering Day later became Mother’s 

Day. It is the last Sunday in March. 

In 1914, President Woodrow Wilson and Congress agreed that the second 

Sunday in May should be observed as Mother’s Day in America. On that day, 

children give their mothers flowers, presents and cards to show their love to their 

mothers Americans spend millions of dollars to buy Mother’s Day gifts. Clothes, 

perfume, jewelry and books or tickets to the theater are given to mothers. People 

who cannot be with their mothers on that day usually send them presents and call 

them on the phone. 

 

Question 13. Mother's Day is a day on Which children show their love to their male 

parents. T / F 

Question 14. in the United States, Mother’s Day has been celebrated on the second 

Sunday in May since the early 19th century. T / F 
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Question 15. Americans usually offer gifts to their mothers on Mother's Day. T / F 

Question 16. People who cannot visit their mothers on Mother’s Day often phone 

to talk to them. T / F 

Question 17. According to the passage, Mother's Day is _____ in Britain. 

A. the last Sunday in May  B. the second Sunday in May 

C. the last Sunday in March  D. the first Sunday in March 

Question 18. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

A. A day children give someone they respect flowers, presents and cards. 

B. A day when servants could return home to visit their mothers. 

C. A day children show their love to their mothers and fathers. 

D. A day to honor mothers and motherhood.  

 

IV. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank space in the following 

passage. (1.5 pts) 

The changes that took place in schools have changed the roles of teachers. In 

the past, teachers (19) _______ the major source of knowledge, the leader and 

educator of their students' school life. Nowadays, teachers provide information and 

show their students (20) _______ to handle it. Athough they are stil considered to 

be a kind of facilitator in the class, they can be thought of as a facilitator in the 

learning process. 

Another difference between the past and present tasks of teachers is represented by 

the (21) _______ background they need in order to be able to use computers and 

some other machines effectively. Instead of teaching with chalk, they need to be 

information technology experts. One of the biggest challenges (22) _______ 

teachers is that their role in the school management has also changed. The school 

needs them as individuals, who can make (23) _______ and cope with the stress of 

the world of schools. At the same time teachers need to be able to work in teams, 
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and cooperate with collages and parents. A leacher has not only to instruct but also 

to (24) _______ the students with confidence and determination. 

 

Question 19.  

A. used to be B were used to be C. got used to being D. were being used 

Question 20. 

A. who  B. how  C. what   D. which 

Question 21. 

A. media  B. cultural  C. technical   D. social 

Question 22. 

A. in   B. by   C. on    D. for 

Question 23.  

A. decisions  B. experiences C. difficulties  D. mistakes 

Question 24.  

A. design  B. prevent  C. inspire   D. inform 

 

V. Use the correct form of the word given in each sentence. (1.5 pts) 

Question 25. _____, my childhood friends get together for entertainment. (occasion) 

Question 26. Her performance was so _____ that we all stood up to clap our hands. 

(Impress) 

Question 27. The ____ for the Best Actress cried when her name was announced. 

(nominate) 

Question 28. Most accidents can be avoided if people pay more____. (attend) 

Question 29. The aim is to raise people's awareness of the ____ of rhinos. (conserve) 

Question 30. My creative sister spends all her free time ____ her own room. 

(decorate) 
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VI. Rearrange the groups of words in a correct order to make complete sentences. 

(0.5 pt) 

Question 31. have been added / fashionable / Modern patterns / to make it more / to 

the Ao dai / . / 

Question 32. language is / Nowadays, / compulsory for / students of all ages / 

learning a foreign / . / 

 

VII. Rewrite each of the following sentences in another way so that it means 

almost the same as the sentence printed before it (2.0 pts) 

Question 33. "Why don't you clear up the garbage before leaving, Linh?" said Mal. 

→ Mal suggested that ____________________________. 

Question 34. We haven't used these machines for a long time. 

→ It's been ____________________________. 

Question 35. Thu is the best tennis player in the club. 

→ No-one else in the club can ____________________________. 

Question 36. It's a pity they are travelling on uncomfortable buses. 

→ They wish they ____________________________. 

 

 

Đáp án: 

1. D 11. C 21. C 

2. C 12. D 22. D 

3. C 13. F 23. A 

4. A 14. F 24. C 

5. B 15. T 25. occasionally 

6. A 16. T 26. impressive 
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7. C 17. C 27. nominee 

8. A 18. D 28. attention 

9. D 19. A 29. conservation 

10. B 20. B 30. decorating 

 

31. Modern patterns have been added to the o dai to make it more fashionable. 

32. Nowadays, Icarning a foreign language is compulsory for students of all ages. 

33. Mai suggested that Linh (should) clear up the garbage before leaving 

34. (1) It's been a long time since we (last) used these machines 

       (2)It's been a long time since the last time we used these machines. 

       (3) It’s been a long time since these machines were last used. 

35. No-one else in the club can play tennis as well as Thu (can). 

36. (1) They wish they were travel on comfortable buses. 

       (2) They wish they could travel on (more) comfortable buses. 
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ĐỀ 4 (Đà Nẵng 2019) 

I. Circle the letter A, B, C or D that indicates the best answer to each question. (2.0 

pts) 

Question 1. When did you get _____ this morning? 

A. off   B. up    C. on    D. down 

Question 2. Thanks very much _______ your email. It was fun to read. 

A. at    B. in    C. by    D. for 

Question 3. I have no idea ____ to get this information. 

A. what   B. why   C. where   D. while 

Question 4. Thanh asked _______ I had seen her recently. 

A. if    B.for    C.when   D. that 

Question 5. ________ it was raining, they cancelled the trip to Trang An. 

A. Although  B. So that   C. While   D. Since 

Question 6. What’s a pity. It rains today. I wish it __________today. 

A. rained   B. wasn’t rain  C. didn’t rain  D. wouldn’t rain 

Question 7. The Prime Minister was _______ that the traffic problems of the city 

had been solve. 

A. pleased   B. pleasure   C. please   D. pleasing 

Question 8. His birthday party will be at the _________ of June. 

A. begin   B. beginning  C. start   D. starting 

Question 9. China is _______ the most populated country in the world. 

A. much   B. better   C. by far   D. second 

Question 10. Save the environment from _________ by putting all the trash into the 

waste bins. 

A. polluting   B. being polluted  C. pollute   D. polluted 

Question 11. I think we should use buses _________ air pollution. 

A. to reduce  B. reduce   C. reducing   D. reduced 
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Question 12. This company only employs people _________ already have computer 

skills. 

A. who   B. which   C. what   D. whom 

Question 13. Someone offers you a drink. You don’t want it. What do you say? 

A. Thank you.  B. Please.   C. No, please.  D. No, thank you. 

Question 14. My father suggests we _______ go by air. 

A. going   B. goes   C. should go  D. will go 

Question 15. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

A. pollute   B. rubbish   C. bubble   D. public 

Question 16. Choose the incorrect part indicated by A, B, C or D in the following 

sentence. 

My friend Russ is interested in to work in advertising. 

A   B   C   D 

 

II. Supply the correct form of the word in bold to complete each of the following 

sentences. (1.0pt) 

1. The camp eventually ___________in training more than five hundred special 

operatives. (SUCCESS) 

2. There are seven ______________ ecosystems in Cat Ba National Park.DIFFER 

3. Vietnamese sculptured feature is _______________________ done with a simple 

hammer and chisel. (TRADITION) 

4. They claim the ___________are being manipulated by these protesters. 

(VILLAGE) 

 

III. Complete each sentence with the correct tense of one suitable verb from the 

box. (1.0 pt) 

Consider - be - do - drink 
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1. Martin ________________________to Greek five times. He loves the place. 

2. Would you like ______________________coffee? 

3. That proposal ___________________________ by the members right now. 

4. Before I arrived, he ________________________ this work. 

 

IV. Read the following email and decide which answer (A – F) best firs each gap. 

(1.5 pts) 

A. and I like that   B. Write soon   C. which came yesterday 

D. to many concerts  E. it with me   F. but I enjoy it 

 

Dear James, 

Thank you for your letter , (1) ______________ . It’s always good to hear from you. 

I play the guitar quite a lot . I am not very good (2) _______________ . I often go 

to my friend's house and we play together. I don't go (3) ___________ as I live in a 

small town and not many bands come here. At parties we often dance (4) 

_____________ ! I like rock and roll music best . I listen to a lot of music on my 

mp3 player . I have usually got (5) ____________. What about you? Do you play an 

instrument? (6) __________, 

Laury. 

 

V. Complete each of the following sentences with ONE suitable word. The first 

and last letters have been done for you. Write your answers in the box provided. 

(1.0 pt) 

1. Our environment has been gradually p _ _ _ _ _ _ d. 

2. Don’t leave the l _ _ _ _ s on when we leaving the classroom. 

3. You can call Magic Number a _ _ _ _ _ e during the day or night. 
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4. He is living in a n _ _ _ _ _ r family. 

 

VI. Read the letter below and decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE. 

(1.5 pts) 

Dear Sarah, 

I hope you don't mind me writing to you. You probably don’t remember me, but we 

met about three years ago. My sister Vtasta used to work as an au pair for the family 

next door to you and I visited her for a week. We both went to a barbecue at your 

house. Your dad set fire to a tree in the back garden and had to call the fire brigade. 

I'm sure you remember that! 

Anyway, I'm writing to you now because Vtasta remembers that your parents are 

both lawyers. I'm studying Law at university here in the Czech Republic. It’s a five-

year course, and I’m just about finish my second year. I've decided to spend next 

year working in the UK, partly to improve my English and partly to earn some 

money . Could your mum or dad give me any advice about how to get a job in a law 

firm? I'm prepared to do any kind of work - t don’t mind making tea! 

I’m enclosing a recent photo of me, Vtasta and two friends of ours. Vlasta is the girl 

with long, blond air (it used to be dark.). I'm the one on the left, with short, dark hair 

and a long-sleeved T-shirt'. 

Best wishes 

Marek Zeman 

 

Put a tick in the appropriate box provided. TRUE FALSE 

1.Marek and Sarah have never met face to face. T / F  

2.Vtasta used to live with Sarah's family. T / F 

3.Sarah's house caught fire during a barbecue in the garden. T / F 

4.Marek has nearly finished his university studies. T / F 
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5.He wants advice about finding a job in England for a year. T / F 

6.Vlasta has not always had blond hair. T / F 

 

VII. Complete each of the following sentences so that it is closest in meaning to 

the original sentence. (2.0 pts) 

1. Lan speaks French very well but her sister doesn’t. (THAN) 

Lan ___________________________________________________. 

2.People believed that the coins have been buried for safe keeping. (IT) 

 

___________________________________________________________. 

3.“Would you have dinner with me on Friday?” John said to Jane. 

John invited _________________________________________. 

4.Ms Mai was my teacher. I will never forget her. 

Ms Mai ___________________________________________________. 

 

Đáp án: 

I. 

1. B 2. D 3. C 4. A 5. D 6. C 7. A 8. B 

9. C 10. B 11. A 12. A 13. D 14. C 15. A 16. C 

II.  

1. succeeded 2. different 3. traditionally 4. villagers 

 

III. 

1. has been 2. to drink 3. is considered 4. had done 

 

IV.  
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1. C 2. F 3. D 4. A 5. E 6. B 

 

V.  

1. polluted 2. lights 3. anytime 4. nuclear 

VI.  

1. F 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. T 6. T 

VII.  

1. Lan speaks French better than her sister. 

2. It was believed that the coins have been buried for safe keeping. 

3. John invited Jane to have dinner with him on Friday. 

4. Ms Mai who I will never forget was my teacher. 
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ĐỀ 5 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. access   B. account   C. accident   D. success 

Question 2.  

A. many   B. baggy   C. challenge  D. miraculous 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3.  

A. fashion   B. parcel   C. urban   D. device 

Question 4.  

A. affordable  B. variety   C. celebration  D. contaminant 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 5. Doctors and scientists ________ recently the benefit of fish in the diet. 

A. have shown  B. will show  C. are showing  D. have been showing 

Question 6. If you ________ in my position, what would you do? 

A. are   B. will be   C. were   D. would be 

Question 7. The teacher had to leave early, ________ she? 

A. didn‟t   B. mustn‟t   C. hasn‟t   D. shouldn‟t 

Question 8. Alex ________ out because the door is locked outside. 

A. can be   B. must be   C. can‟t be   D. mustn‟t be 

Question 9. He doesn‟t have ________ experience of working in an office. 

A. some   B. much   C. an    D. a 
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Question 10. The ________ is showing them his plans of the new building. 

A. artist   B. dancer   C. engineer   D. architect 

Question 11. Children should be ________ to realize their full potential. 

A. encouraging  B. discouraging  C. encouraged  D. discouraged 

Question 12. Of the three of us I seem to have the ________ working experience. 

A. less   B. least   C. fewest   D. little 

Question 13. We have decided to ________ money for a local secondary school in 

the flood-affected area in Quang Tri. 

A. beg   B. gather   C. raise   D. rise 

Question 14. By tracking the eye of a hurricane, forecasters can determine the speed 

________. 

A. which is a storm moving   B. at which a moving storm 

C. which is moving a storm   D. at which a storm is moving 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 15. They all turned up at the meeting, with the exception of the monitor, 

who was ill. 

A. left   B. talked   C. spoke   D. came 

Question 16. Advances in medical science will help people live longer in the future. 

A. Progresses  B. Medicines  C. Assistances  D. Chemicals 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17. My granddad reads newspapers every day to remain mentally active 

after retirement. 

A. spiritually  B. physically  C. emotionally  D. orally 
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Question 18. Suddenly I got very afraid and I felt the presence of evil around me, 

like something trying to 

hurt me. 

A. existence  B. attendance  C. absence   D. change 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the option that best completes each of the 

following exchanges. 

Question 19. -"I‟m so sorry. I didn‟t mean to upset you." 

-“_____________” 

A. No, I don‟t mind it    B. Oh, that‟s all right 

C. Yes, you are so unkind   D. Oh! You don‟t have to say sorry 

Question 20. -"Nam has been awarded a scholarship to study in Australia." 

-"Oh, really? _______!" 

A. How lucky he is    B. You must be kidding 

C. What lucky news    D. Lucky as he is 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions from 21 to 25. 

New York has Central Park; London has Hyde Park, while Kuala Lumpur has its 

own piece of green belt amidst the hustle and bustle of city life. It‟s an ideal place 

for a leisurely stroll in a tranquil setting, all without having to leave the city. The 

Lake Gardens was created by Sir Alfred Venning, who persuaded the ruling 

government to allow him to turn a swamp land into rambling trails with man-made 

lakes, spanning 60 hectares. However, as the city expanded, the Lake Gardens 

reduced in size. However, it is still a sizeable area and boasts of more than just grass 

and water within its grounds. 
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For example, the gardens incorporate the National Monument, Bird Park, Hibiscus 

Garden as well as Malaysia‟s Parliament House.  

Additionally, Carcosa Seri Negara is on a hilltop overlooking the Lake Gardens. 

Today, the nineteenth-century British colonial mansion has been converted into a 

exclusive hotel. 

Question 21. According to the passage, what do New York, London and Kuala 

Lumpur have in common? 

A. They each have a lake in the city. 

B. They each have a swamp land in the city. 

C. They each have a park in the middle of the city. 

D. They each have a 60-hectare garden in the city. 

Question 22. The underlined word "tranquil" in the first paragraph probably 

means ________. 

A. ideal   B. peaceful   C. sizeable   D. noisy 

Question 23. In the Lake Gardens, you can visit the following spaces EXCEPT 

________. 

A. Hyde Park     B. the Bird Park 

C. the Hibiscus Garden    D. the National Monument 

Question 24. Over time, the Lake Gardens has become smaller because 

________. 

A. it is swampy     B. of development 

C. of the heat and noise    D. it is getting overpopulated 

Question 25. The Carcosa Seri Negara is now a ________. 

A. park   B. museum   C. mansion   D. hotel 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 26 to 30. 
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Until he was ten, young Alexander Fleming attended the nearby Loudoun Moor 

School. He was then transferred to Darvel School (26) ________ he attended with 

his brothers. Alexander learned a good deal about nature during that four mile 

downhill hike to school and the four-mile uphill return (27) ________ . He was a 

quick student and at twelve, the age limit prescribed for Darvel School, he was sent 

to Kilmarmock Academy. Two years (28) ________ , he joined his brothers, John 

and Robert, at the home of his elder brother Thomas, who was to become a 

successful oculist in London. (29) ________ , Alexander was forced to leave school 

for economic reasons. When he was sixteen, he obtained a job in a shipping company. 

Good fortune, however, was on his side and the side of humanity. In 1901, he (30) 

________ a share in a legacy which made it possible for him to return to school. He 

decided to study medicine. 

Question 26. A. which   B. what   C. where   D. when 

Question 27. A. coming   B. travel   C. trip   D. voyage 

Question 28. A. after   B. later   C. following  D. next 

Question 29. A. Although  B. Moreover  C. Also   D. However 

Question 30. A. received  B. managed   C. succeeded  D. included 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 31. National forests including land for animal grazing, as well as 

wilderness areas with scenic mountains and lakes. 

A. including  B. animal grazing  C. wilderness  D. scenic 

Question 32. The discover of gold in California in 1848 led to the Gold Rush of 

1849. 

A. discover   B. in     C. led to   D. of 
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Question 33. If farmers keep using pesticides as much as they do now, they would 

destroy their own living source soon. 

A. using   B. as much as   C. would destroy  D. living source 

Question 34. Mumps are a very common disease which usually affects children. 

A. are   B. very common   C. which   D. affects 

Question 35. Rainwater carries unused chemicals from fields into streams or lakes, 

where various compounds promote the rate grown of weeds. 

A. unused chemicals    B. streams or lakes 

C. various compounds    D. rate grown 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 36. It‟s possible that the exam result will be announced next week. 

A. The exam result might be announced next week. 

B. The exam result will surely be announced next week. 

C. We may receive very good exam result next week. 

D. They are going to give us the exam result next week. 

Question 37. My headache kept getting worse, so I took an aspirin. 

A. The more aspirins I took, the worse my headache kept getting. 

B. My headache was getting worse and worse, so I took an aspirin. 

C. I took an aspirin, so my headache was getting worse and worse. 

D. My headache was getting from bad to worse as I took an aspirin. 

Question 38. She saw that he was so angry. She left the classroom. 

A. She didn‟t want to make him angry, so she left the classroom. 

B. She left the classroom when she saw he was so angry. 

C He was very angry when he saw her leaving the classroom. 

D. Having been seen to be angry, she left the classroom. 
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Question 39. How old do you think this beautiful city is? 

A. When did you build this beautiful city? 

B. How many beautiful cities did you built? 

C. When was this beautiful city built? 

D. How old were you when you built this city? 

Question 40. The thick fog made it impossible for the plane to land. 

A. The plane could land as the fog was hardly thick. 

B. The plane cannot land because the fog is thick. 

C. It was possible for the plane to land although the fog was thick. 

D. The plane was unable to land because of the thick fog. 

 

Đáp án 

1. B 11. C 21. C 31. A 

2. A 12. B 22. B 32. A 

3.D 13. C 23. A 33. C 

4. C 14. D 24. B 34. A 

5. A 15. D 25. D 35. D 

6. C 16. A 26. A 36. A 

7. A 17. B 27. C 37. B 

8. B 18. C 28. B 38. B 

9. B 19. B 29. D 39. C 

10 . D 20. A 30. A 40. D 
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ĐỀ 6 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. design   B. solar   C. website   D. sample 

Question 2.  

A. received   B. destroyed  C. erupted   D. appeared 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the word that differ from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3.  

A. factor   B. dentist   C. surface   D. describe 

Question 4.  

A. minority   B. independence  C. emergency  D. facility 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 5. I‟ve made an appointment at the dentist‟s. I ________ her on Tuesday. 

A. see   B. saw   C. will see   D. have seen 

Question 6. I love this small village ________ I used to live for six years in my 

childhood. 

A. where   B. which   C. that   D. whose 

Question 7. There are many other ________ of art other than just painting and 

sculpture. 

A. means   B. forms   C. origins   D. presents 

Question 8. The heating comes on automatically. You ________ turn it on. 

A. didn‟t have to  B. mayn‟t   C. don‟t have to  D. oughtn‟t to 
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Question 9. Sending a child with an injury into a game gives the child the ________ 

that health is not as important as winning. 

A. meaning   B. significance  C. suggestion  D. message 

Question 10. She was an ________ writer for years before she won the Nobel Prize 

for Literature. 

A. admiration  B. admiring   C. admired   D. admire 

Question 11. Too much exercise can be ________ but walking is good for your 

health. 

A. harmful   B. harmless   C. harmed   D. harming 

Question 12. ________ lending me your calculator for a moment? 

A. Can you      B. Would you mind 

C. Could you please    D. Why don‟t you 

Question 13. This exercise is very boring. I wish the teacher ________ us some 

more interesting things to do. 

A. gave   B. gives   C. had given  D. will give 

Question 14. You must explain your problems ________. 

A. so clear as you can    B. most clearly as you should 

C. more clearly than you are   D. as clearly as you can 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 15. Luckily Susan got over her operation very quickly. 

A. recovered from  B. looked at   C. paid for   D. got up 

Question 16. Students are understandably anxious about getting work after 

graduation. 

A. careful   B. fearful  C. excited   D. worried 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17. After the alien spacecraft hovered over the park for a short while, it 

vanished. 

A. landed   B. appeared   C. attacked   D. rose 

Question 18. Mathematics is a compulsory subject in all Vietnamese high schools. 

A. difficult   B. changeable  C. optional   D. interesting 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the option that best completes each of the 

following exchanges. 

Question 19. -"May I come in?" 

“______________” 

A. No, you may not.    B. Yes, why not? 

C. Yes, please do.     D. No, I don‟t accept that. 

Question 20. - "Let‟s meet outside the art gallery." 

“______________” 

A. Yes, let us do it.    B. When can I go there? 

C. I‟d like to go to the concert.   D. Yes. Is 8.30 all right? 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions from 21 to 25. 

Everyone wants a job that pays well. Some people stop school early because they 

want to start earning cash right away. Others spend years and years studying in 

school in order to get a better job. Which is best? Actally, studies show that in most 

jobs, the higher your education, the higher your earning power. 
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For example, in the United States, high school graduates can make about $30,400 a 

year. The people who do not finish high school average only $23,400 a year. Just 

having a document that says you finished high school means an extra $7,000! 

If you stay in school, you can make more money. A person who goes to college and 

gets a bachelor‟s degree can make an average of $52,200. With a master‟s degree, 

he or she can make about $62,000. And studies show that if a person gets a PhD, he 

or she can make $89,000 or more a year. 

Of course, people with different occupations have different salaries. If you want to 

work and make more money, spend more time in school. 

 

Question 21. Why does the passage say some people stop high school early? 

A. They do not have a lot of money. 

B. They do not like going to school. 

C. They do not want to work hard. 

D. They want to start making money. 

Question 22. The underlined phrase "earning power" in the passage probably 

means 

A. ability to make money   B. power to spend money 

C. getting education    D. earning reputation 

Question 23. According to the passage, how can a person earn more money? 

A. By stopping high school 

B. By staying in school for a long time 

C. By working a part-time job in high school 

D. By starting a small business 

Question 24. Which of these ideas is mentioned in the passage? 

A. Everyone should get a master‟s degree. 

B. Graduating high school is important. 
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C. A person should do the same job their whole life. 

D. A person with a PhD will not earn a lot of money. 

Question 25. Why was this passage written? 

A. To make school more fun 

B. To teach people how to set goals 

C. To encourage people to stay in school 

D. To help people who score poorly on tests 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 26 to 30. 

Large forests are important to us in many ways. They give us wood (26) ________ 

building and heating. They are a home for many kinds of plants and animals. And 

for many city people, forests are a place to go for a vacation. People can (27) 

________ about nature there. They can enjoy fresh air and sleep in a(n) (28) 

________ place. But there is one more reason (29) ________ forests are important 

to everyone. The leaves on the trees in a forest help to clean the air. Dirty air is a 

serious problem in many (30) ________ of the world. Without our forests, this 

problem might be much worse. 

Question 26. A. to   B. for   C. from   D. about 

Question 27. A. learn   B. talk   C. research   D. explore 

Question 28. A. interesting  B. noisy   C. exciting   D. quiet 

Question 29. A. what   B. that   C. why   D. when 

Question 30. A. parts   B. areas   C. districts   D. countries 

 

 Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 31. Please give me a few milk and some biscuits if you have any left. 
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A. Please give  B. a few   C. some biscuits   D. any left 

Question 32. My brother decided to buy in the morning a new bike, but in the 

afternoon he changed his mind. 

A. decided to     B. in the morning a new bike 

C. in the afternoon    D. changed 

Question 33. The study of these animals are truly fascinating, and many books have 

been written about them. 

A. these   B. are   C. many books   D. written 

Question 34. Antarctic blue whales can be 100 foot long and weigh more than any 

dinosaur that ever lived. 

A. can be   B. foot long   C. more than   D. ever 

Question 35. Many environmentalists fear that the earth will run out essential 

natural resources before the end of the twenty-first century. 

A. environmentalists    B. that 

C. out essential     D. before 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 36. Yesterday it was a little cooler than it is today. 

A. Today it is slightly warmer than it was yesterday. 

B. Today it is much warmer than it was yesterday. 

C. Yesterday it was so cool, and today is so cool too. 

D. I wish it was cool today as it was yesterday. 

Question 37. It would be quite wrong for us to lock the dog in the house for a 

week. 

A. We‟d better not lock the dog in the house for a week. 

B. The dog was wrong, so we locked it in the house for a week. 
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C. We locked the dog in the house for a week, and it was quite wrong. 

D. We can‟t lock the dog in the house for a week. 

Question 38. "Why don‟t you put a better lock on the door?" said my friend. 

A. I suggested that my friend should put a better lock on the door. 

B. My friend advised me to put a better lock on the door. 

C. My friend and I suggested putting a better lock on the door. 

D. I got my friend to put a better lock on the door. 

Question 39. When the electricity was cut off, we went out for dinner. 

A. We had dinner at the restaurant because of a power cut. 

B. The power was cut off just as we were going out for dinner. 

C. We were having dinner at a restaurant when the power failed. 

D. We went out for dinner, so the electricity was cut off. 

Question 40. We will try our best to finish the work on time. It is very hard. 

A. Despite working hard, we will try our best to finish it on time. 

B. In spite of working hard, we will try our best to finish it on time. 

C. Although the work is hard, we will try our best to finish it on time. 

D. If the work is not hard, we will try our best to finish it on time. 

 

Đáp án:  

1. A 11. A 21. D 31. B 

2. C 12. B 22. A 32. B 

3. D 13. A 23. B 33. B 

4. B 14. D 24. B 34. B 

5. C 15. A 25. C 35. C 

6. A 16. D 26. B 36. A 

7. B 17. B 27. A 37. A 
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8. C 18. C 28. D 38. B 

9. D 19. C 29. C 39. A 

10. C   20. D 30. A 40. C 
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ĐỀ 7 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. 

A. certain  B. maintain  C. mainly  D. mermaid 

2.  

A. charity  B. checkup  C. chimpanzee D. character 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3.  

A promote  B. confuse  C. rescue  D. compose 

Question 4. 

A. average  B. instruction C. dominant  D. decorate 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 5. They _______ supper when the telephone rang. 

A. had  B. have had  C. were having D. have been having 

Question 6. You all know that you _______ leave the room before the end of the 

test. 

A. don't have to B. haven't to  C. needn't  D. mustn't 

Question 7. _______ we would go swimming 

A. If today is Sunday   B. If today were Sunday 

C. Unless today was Sunday  D. Unless today would be Sunday 

Question 8. Workers who do not obey the safety regulations will be _______. 

A. refused  B. disagreed  C. disapproved D. dismissed 
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Question 9. The teacher didn't seem to be happy about our tasks, _______? 

A. didn t they B. did they  C. didn't he  D. did he 

Question 10. Have you ever considered _______ to another school? 

A. moving  B. to move  C. to have moved D. having been moving 

Question 11. The government has decided to send more _______ to the central 

provinces. 

A. charity  B. aid   C. collections D. donations 

Question 12. With more women going out to work, men will no longer be the 

_______ figures in the family. 

A. central  B. middle  C. dominant  D. dramatic 

Question 13. The film gives us _______ insight into life in the Amazon jungles. It's 

worth seeing. 

A. valuable  B. valueless  C. value  D. evaluate 

Question 14. There were two small rooms in the beach house, _______. 

A. the smaller of which served as a kitchen 

B. the smaller of them was served as a kitchen 

C. the smallest of which served as a kitchen 

D. smallest of that was served as a kitchen 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 15. Mr. Brown's new garage was not wide enough for the camper van to 

fit in. 

A. old enough B. so big  C. very long  D. too narrow 

Question 16. We got to the beach after 2 hours traveling by bus. 

A. left   B. reached  C. welcomed D. swam 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17. Jane says she is going to get married with a wealthy businessman. 

A. famous  B. poor  C. mean  D. positive 

Question 18. Human beings have launched many man-made satellites into outer 

space. 

A. special  B. enormous  C. natural  D. expensive 

 

Mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the option that best completes each of the 

following exchanges. 

Question 19. - "How do you do?" 

A. I'm fine. Thank you 

C. Not too bad. And you? 

B. Happy to see you here. 

D. How do you do? 

Question 20. - "What's on the television tonight?" 

A. A football match after the news 

B. At half past nine 

C. The film is good 

D. I will go to the cinema 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions from 21 to 25. 

Every year several thousand people died in the car accidents in Great Britain. And 

between one and two hundred thousand people are hurt. 
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There are rules to make the roads safe, but people do not always obey the rules. They 

are careless. If everybody obeys the rules, the road will be much safer. How can we 

make the roads safer? 

Remember this rule. In Great Britam, traffic keeps to the left. Cars, buses and bikes 

must all keep to the left side of the road. In most other countries, traffic keeps to the 

right. 

Before crossing the road, stop and look both ways. Look right and left. Then if you 

are sure that the road is clear, it is safe to cross the road. If you see small children or 

very old people, help them to cross the road. We must teach our children to cross the 

road safely. We must always give them a good example. Small children must not 

play in the street. 

 

Question 21. If we want to make the roads safer, _______. 

A. everybody must be careful and obey the traffic rules 

B. traffic should keep to the right 

C. we should not cross the road too often 

D. all the roads must be clear 

Question 22. If you ride a bike in Great Britain, you must ride _______.  

A. on the right side of the road 

B. on the left side of the road 

C. in the middle of the road 

D. behind the buses 

Question 23. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. Few people die in the traffic accidents in Great Britain. 

B. In our country traffic keeps to the right. 

C. Cars kill many people every year. 

D. Streets are not safe places for playing. 
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Question 24. What does it mean by "The road is clear.”? 

A. The road is not noisy. 

B. The road is very clean. 

C. There is no car or bus running.  

D. You can see clearly on the road. 

Question 25. The safe way to cross the road is to _______  

A. look right only 

B. look left, and look ahead 

C. run cross the road without looking 

D. look both ways, right and left 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, Cor D to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 26 to 30. 

Coronavirus germs live in people's throats and mouths. When someone who has the 

coronavirus coughs or sneezes or breathes out, the germs come (26) _______ their 

mouth in tiny drops of water. 

Though you can't see the germs, you can sometimes see these tiny drops. In cold 

weather, they make a cloud of steam! So if someone else (27) _______ breathes in 

the air with the coronavirus germs in it, they would probably get the illness. 

It's easy to get the coronavirus germs from inside your body on your hands (28) 

_______ you touch your nose or your mouth. If the person with the coronavirus 

germs on their hands uses a door, the invisible germs can live on the handle for hours. 

When someone else opens the door, they (29) _______ the germs on their hands too. 

And if they touch their nose or mouth, the germs can get into their body.  

So you (30) _______ also catch the coronavirus by touching things that someone 

with the virus has already touched.  

Question 26. A. into  B. out of  C. to  D. because of 
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Question 27. A. accidentally B. generally   C. decisively D. usually 

Question 28. A. what  B. when  C. which D. unless 

Question 29. A. make  B. bring  C. get  D. search 

Question 30. A. should   B. need   C. must  D. can 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 31. My brother now speaks English and French more fluent than he did 

last year. 

A. speaks  B. and  C. more fluent  D. did 

Question 32. Are you sure that Neil Armstrong was the first person setting foot on 

the moon? 

A. sure  B. was  C. setting   D. on the 

Question 33. In some countries, it has against the law to ride a motorcycle without 

a helmet.  

A. has   B. the law  C. to ride   D. without 

Question 34. Paris has been Well-known about its famous monuments, beautiful 

music, and wonderful restaurants for over one hundred years 

A about  B. beautiful  C. wonderful  D. over 

Question 35. The nitrogen makes up over 78 percent of the Earth's atmosphere, the 

gaseous mass surrounding the planet. 

A. The nitrogen B. over  C. percent of  D surrounding 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 36. If I was in your shoe, I would let him go. 

A. My suggestion is that you let him go. 
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B. My advice is that you wear your shoes and let him go. 

C. I would like to be in your shoe so you could let him go 

D. I was wearing your shoes and would like to let him go. 

Question 37. I haven't seen my aunt since the Covid-19 began in 2019. 

A. I last saw my aunt before the beginning of the Corid-19 

B. My aunt left the country after the Covid-19 so didn't see her. 

C. I haven't seen my aunt for so many years because of the Covid-19. 

D. My aunt didn't come back until the start of the Covid-19 in 2019 

Question 38. We must take care of all living species on Earth. 

A. All living species on Earth are taken care of by us 

B. All living species on Earth must be taken care of by us 

C. All living species on Earth had been taken care of by us. 

D. All living species on Earth will be taken care of by us 

Question 39. Many people came to the meeting Some were half an hour late 

A Many people came to the meeting some of who were half an hour late 

B. Many people came to the meeting, some of whom were half an hour late. 

C. Many people came to the meeting, but some of them were half an hour late. 

D. Many people who came to the meeting some of them were half an hour late. 

Question 40. "Be careful when you cross the road, won't you?" 

A. He says I will be careful when I cross the road. 

B. He asked me if I would be careful when I crossed the road. 

C. He told me to cross the road only when I was careful. 

D. He warned me to be careful when I crossed the road. 

 

Đáp án:  

1. A 11. B 21. A 31. C 
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2. D 12. C 22. B 32. C 

3.C 13. A 23. A 33. A 

4. B 14. A 24. C 34. A 

5. C 15. D 25. D 35. A 

6. D 16. B 26. B 36. A 

7. B 17. B 27. A 37. A 

8. D 18. C 28. B 38. B 

9. D 19. D 29. C 39. C 

10 . A 20. A 30. D 40. D 
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ĐỀ 8 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE (2.0 pts) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions. 

Question 1 . He was asked to account for his presence at the scene of crime. 

A. complain  B. exchange   C. explain   D. arrange 

Question 2. I’ll take the new job whose salary is fantastic. 

A. reasonable  B. acceptable   C. pretty high  D. wonderful 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 

to each of the following questions. 

Question 3. China is _____ far the most populated country in the world. 

A. as    B. by     C. so    D. to 

Question 4. The hotel is beautifully _____ in a quiet spot near the river. 

A. located   B. situating    C. lying   D. stayed 

Question 5. A _____ is a cave that is big enough for humans to go inside. 

A. cavern   B. bay    C. fortress   D. temple 

Question 6. If I were in your_____, I’d take it easy and try to forget it. 

A. shoe   B. shoes    C. sandal   D. sandals 

Question 7. _____ this hand-embroidered picture was expensive, we bought it. 

A. As   B. Because    C. Even though  D. Despite 

Question 8. _____  is a mix of English, Malay, Mandarin. 

A. ‘Hinglish’  B. ‘Singlish’   C. ‘Thailish’  D. ‘Vietlish’ 

Question 9.My friend, _____bicycle was stolen last week, has decided to buy a 

motorbike 

A. whom   B. which    C. who   D. whose 
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Question 10. You have cleaned your bike, ________? 

A. have you   B. do you    C. haven’t you D. don’t you 

Question 11. Son Doong Cave is recognised as _____ cave in the world by BCRA. 

A. the larger than  B. the largest   C. the larger  D. the most large 

Question 12. “Mum. I’ve got 600 on the TOEFL test” – “__________________” 

A. Good way!  B. You are right.   C. Oh, hard luck!  D. Good job! 

Question 13. Tom: “How did you get here?” - John: “__________________” 

A. I came here last night.   B. I came here by train. 

C. The train is so crowded.   D. Is it far from here? 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 

questions. 

Question  14. 

A. adolescence  B. multicultural   C. metropolitan  D. limestone 

Question 15.  

A. factor   B. event    C. complex   D. tunnel 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the 

following questions: 

Question 16.  

A. fabulous   B. administrative   C. paradise   D. urban 

Question 17. 

A. bilingual   B. dialect    C. simmer   D. pile-up 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 

that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 18. I asked him how far was it to the station if I went there by taxi . 

A    B    C    D 

Question 19. Linda has worn her new yellow dress only once since she buys it. 

     A   B    C    D 

Question 20. Don’t put too much garlic in the salad; two bunches are enough. 

       A  B      C   D 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 21. The boy was brought up with a family in the countryside. 

A. reared   B. bred    C. raised   D. grown 

Question 22. As a government official, Benjamin Franklin often traveled abroad. 

A. widely   B. secretly    C. alone   D. overseas 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Every day on radio, on TV, and in the newspaper, we hear, see or read about many 

problems in the world, for example, pollution problems. 

Air pollution is the first kind. It mostly comes from fumes released from motorbikes, 

cars, airplanes, trains and poisonous gases emitted from factories. Also, waste is 

dumped anywhere, even in the city where many people are living. The second 

pollution problem is sea pollution. Many people earn their living from fishing in the 

sea, and the fish they catch feed many people. But the sea has become so polluted 

from oil spills and factory wastes that the fish are dying. This is not only killing the 

fish, but is also affecting those people who eat fish. 
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Seldom do you find a place nowadays that is not polluted. This problem is growing 

more difficult every day. We must find a good solution that makes the world a better 

place to live. 

 

Question 23. We hear, see and read about problems in the world _________ 

A. once a week  B. every day   C. every week  D. every year 

Question 24. What causes the air pollution? 

A. fumes from vehicles.    B. poisonous gases from factories. 

C. waste from everywhere   D. All are correct 

Question 25. The sea has become polluted because of _________ 

A. oil spills      B. factories wastes   

C. smoke from factories    D. A and B are correct 

Question 26. In order to make the world a better place to live, we _________ 

A. should not prevent pollution   B. must find a good solution. 

C. should kill the fish.    D. None is correct. 

Question 27. The word “This” in the passage refers to _________ 

A. pollution   B. oil    C. factory    D. sea 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) is a deadly disease. Scien haven’t 

found the (28)......of this disease. SARS is dangerous because it develops quickly. 

Patients normally (29)......a high fever, a sore throat, and cough. Their body 

temperature is (30)......38°C.  

Antibiotics cannot cure SARS, and scientists are looking for a (31)..... to prevent the 

disease. Before they can find one, it is important to have a (32) ......lifestyle. You 

should keep fit, have plenty of fresh air, and eat lot foods with vitamin C. 
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Question 28. A. reason   B. cause   C. source   D. ground 

Question 29. A. make   B. take   C. have   D. receive 

Question 30. A. above   B. below   C. more   D. on 

Question 31. A. treatment  B. cure  C. tablet   D. vaccine 

Question 32. A. healthy   B. rich   C. wealthy   D. strong 

 

II. WRITING: (2.0 pts) 

Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, 

beginning with the given words. 

Question 33. My boyfriend is very short-tempered. 

=> My boyfriend loses ___________________________________________.  

Question 34. You can use it as long as you like, and it won’t wear out. 

=>  No matter __________________________________________________. 

Question 35. If the work is finished by lunchtime you can go home. 

=>  Get _______________________________________________________. 

Question 36. How have you been getting on with your enquiries? 

=> How much __________________________________________________. 

 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one using 

the word in brackets. Do not change the given words in any ways (questions from 

37 to 40). 

Question 37. I gave Ted the massage, but he already knew about it. (NEEDN’T) 

=> ___________________________________________________________. 

Question 38. The trains couldn’t run because of the snow. (PREVENTED) 

=> ___________________________________________________________. 

Question 39. I didn’t arrived in time to see him. (ENOUGH) 
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=> ___________________________________________________________. 

Question 40. I’m sorry I was rude to you yesterday. (APOLOGIZE) 

=> ___________________________________________________________. 

Đáp án: 

1. C 9. D 17. C 25. D 

2. D 10. C 18. B 26. B 

3. B 11. B  19. D 27. A 

4. A  12. D  20. C 28. B 

5. A 13. B 21. C 29. C 

6. B 14. D 22. D 30. A 

7. C 15. B 23. B 31. D 

8. B 16. A 24. D 32. A 

 

33. My boyfriend loses his temper very easily 

34. No matter how long you use it , it won’t wear out 

35. Get the work finished by lunchtime and you can go home 

36. How much progress have you made with your enquiries? 

37. I needn’t have given Ted the massage, because he already knew about it. 

38. The sow prevented the trains from running. 

39. I wasn’t early enough to see him. 

40. I apologize for being rude to you yesterday. 
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ĐỀ 9 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (8 pts ) 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the 

following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. sociable   B. ocean   C. receive   D. special 

Question 2.  

A. baskets   B. books   C. roofs   D. changes 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 

questions.  

Question 3.  

A. capable   B. different   C. difficult   D. delightful 

Question 4.  

A. fluent   B. language   C. explore   D. massive 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

Question 5 . I could see the finish line and thought I was home and dry. 

A. hopeless   B. hopeful   C. successful D. unsuccessful 

Question 6. Carpets from countries such as Persia and Afghanistan often fetch high 

prices in the United States. 

A. Artifacts   B. Pottery   C. Rugs   D. Textiles 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 

questions.  

Question 7. Because Jack defaulted on his loan, the bank took him to court. 

A. failed to pay    B. paid in full   

C. had a bad personality   D. was paid much money 

Question 8. His career in the illicit drug trade ended with the police raid this 

morning . 

A.elicited   B. irregular   C. secret   D. legal 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 

to each of the following questions.  

Question 9. Tom: “How did you get here?” - John: “…………………” 

A. I came here last night. B. I came here by train. 

C. The train is so crowded. D. Is it far from here? 

Question 10. That tall woman, ……….career is very successful, usually helps 

children in this orphanage. 

A. that   B. what   C. which   D. whose 

Question 11. If you come to England, it will be a good ________ for you to improve 

your English.  

A. opportunity  B. advantage  C. experience  D. possibility 

Question 12. Of those _______ took the test last week, Phong is the only one who 

didn’t study for it. 

A. who   B. whom   C. which   D. whose 

Question 13. You have cleaned your bike, ________? 

A. have you   B. do you   C. haven’t you  D. don’t you 

Question 14. Why don’t you have your house _____________? 
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A. repainted  B. repaint   C. to repaint  D. repainting 

Question 15 . She suggested ……….. money for the poor people in the region. 

A. to save   B. saved   C. saving   D. save 

Question 16. I can’t _______ your loud music any longer. I’m leaving. 

A. make out  B. keep up with  C. hold on to  D. put up with 

Question 17. Women nowadays have the freedom to __________ whether or not 

they have children. 

A. know B. select C. choose D. elect 

Question 18. “What a nice dress” – “____________________” 

A. I’m afraid      B. Congratulations!   

C. It’s very kind of you to say so   D. Never mind. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 

that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 19. I asked him how far was it to the station if I went there by taxi . 

      A          B          C        D 

Question  20. Although he was tired, but he still went to work yesterday. 

   A   B   C  D 

Question 21. My family spent an interested holiday in Europe last summer. 

A   B     C   D 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions.  

Face-to-face conversation is a two-way process: You speak to me, I reply to you and 

so on. Two-way (22)_______ depends on having a coding system that is understood 

by both sender and (23)_______, and an agreed convention about signaling the 

beginning and end of the message. In speech, the coding system is the language like 
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English or Spanish; the convention that one person speaks at a time may seem too 

obvious to mention. In fact, the signals that people (24)_______ in conversation and 

meetings are often (25)_______. For example, lowering the pitch of the voice may 

mean the end of a sentence, a sharp intake of breath may signal the desire to interrupt, 

catching the chairman’s eye may indicate the desire to speak in a formal setting like 

a debate, a clenched fist may indicate anger. When (26)_______ visual signals are 

not possible, more formal signals may be needed. 

 

Question 22:  

A. Exchange   B. Interchange  C. Communication  D. Correspondence 

Question 23:  

A. Announcer B. Receiver      C. Messenger                D. Transmitter 

Question 24:  

A. use    B. Are used      C. Using                       D. Being used 

Question 25:  

A. Informal         B. non-verbal C. verbal                 D. formal 

Question 26:  

A. their                   B. These          C. This                      D. That 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 

to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Do you ever think about what schools will be like in the future? Many people think 

that students will study most regular classes such as maths, science and history 

online. Students will probably learn these subjects anywhere using a computer. What 

will happen if students have problems with a subject? They might connect with a 

teacher through live video conferencing. Expert teachers from learning centres will 

give students help wherever they live. 
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Students will still take classes in a school, too. Schools will become places for 

learning social skills. Teachers will guide students in learning how to work together 

in getting along with each other. They will help students with group projects both in 

and out of the classroom. 

Volunteer work and working at local businesses will teach students important life 

skills about the world they live in. This will help students become an important part 

of their communities. Some experts say it will take five years for changes to begin 

in schools. Some say it will take longer. Most people agree, though, that computers 

will change education the way TVs and telephones changed life for people all over 

the world years before. 

 

Question 27. What will happen if students meet difficulties with a subject? 

A. Teachers from learning centres will give them help through live video 

conferencing. 

B. They will meet their teachers in person for help with problems with the subject. 

C. They will telephone the teachers who are staying at the school to seek their help. 

D. Schools will organise a live video conference for teachers to help students with 

problems. 

Question 28. Students will still go to school to _____ . 

A. learn all subjects     B. play with their friends  

C. use computers      D. learn social skills 

Question 29. The main role of teachers in the future will be _____ . 

A. providing students with knowledge  B. guiding students to learn computers 

C. helping students with group projects  D. organising live video conferences 

Question 30. Students will learn important life skills through _______ . 

A. going to school every day    B. taking online classes 

C. working in international businesses  D. doing volunteer work 
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Question 31. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. Kids won’t have to go to school in the future.  

B. Computers will change education in the future. 

C. All classes will be taught online in the future.  

D. Teachers will help students from home in the future. 

Question 32. Let’s face _____ we are destroying the environment and we need 

to do something now. 

A. truth   B. facts   C. things   D. information 

 

II. WRITING: (2.0 pts) 

Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, 

beginning with the given words. 

Question 33. She didn’t hurry, so she missed the train. 

=> If _____________________________________________________. 

Question 34. Barbara is the best tennis-player in the club. 

=>  No one ________________________________________________. 

Question 35. I haven’t seen that man here before. 

=> It’s ____________________________________________________. 

Question 36. The furniture was so expensive that I didn’t buy it. 

=>  The furniture was too _____________________________________. 

 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one using 

the word in brackets. Do not change the given words in any ways 

Question 37. The robbers made the bank manager hand over on the money. 

(WAS) 

=> _______________________________________________________. 

Question 38. Tom learned to drive when he was nineteen. (SINCE) 
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=> _______________________________________________________. 

Question 39. She had never been so unhappy before. (THAN) 

=> _______________________________________________________. 

Question 40. It was so late that nothing could be done. (TOO) 

=> _______________________________________________________. 

 

Đáp án: 

1. C 9. B 17. C 25. C 

2.D 10. D 18. C 26. B 

3. D 11. A 19. B 27. A 

4.C 12. A 20. B 28. D 

5. C 13. C 21. B 29. C 

6. C 14. A  22. D 30. D 

7. B 15. C 23. B 31. B 

8. D 16. D 24. A 32. B 

 

33. If she had hurried, she would have caught the train 

34. No one in the club is better at tennis than B. 

35. It’s the first time I have seen that man. 

36. The furniture was too expensive for me to buy. 

37. The bank manager was made to hand over the money. 

38. Tom has been able to drive since he was nineteen. 

39. She was unhappier than she had ever before. 

40. It was too late to do anything. 
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ĐỀ 10 

I. MULTIPLE CHOICE (8.0 pts)  

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is 

pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. volcano   B. locate   C. oversleep   D. icon 

Question 2.  

A. mushroom  B. sculpture   C. fabulous    D. butter 

 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question  3.  

A. surface   B. remind   C. wander   D. spacecraft 

Question  4.  

A. benefit   B. commercial  C. encourage  D. embroider 

 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question  5. You need your shoes to repair, don’t you? 

A                 B              C           D 

Question 6. I borrowed some milk from a neighbor of US as we didn’t have enough 

A                 B               C              D 

for breakfast. 

Question 7. When they lived in Jakarta, they used to eating Indonesian food. 

A                 B               C           D 
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Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indSicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 8. _______ extended family include several generations living together in 

the same house. 

A. A    B. An   C. The   D. Ø 

Question 9. The crowd at the basketball game were wild_______excitement. 

A. for   B. like   C. in    D. with 

Question 10. I’ve tried those tablets and they are not_______in helping me stop 

coughing. 

A. effective   B. successful  C. profitable  D. helpful 

Question 11. Which is_______, Mount Everest or K2 in the Himalaya? 

A. higher   B. the higher  C. highest   D. the highest 

Question 12. He couldn’t reach the goal, _______surprised me. 

A. who   B. whom   C. which   D. that 

Question 13. The school_______all the students to take an interest in arts. 

A. noticed   B. encouraged  C. supposed  D. managed 

Question 14. I like sitting on the beach watching the_______in the evenings. 

A. sunshine   B. sunrise   C. sunlight   D. sunset 

Question 15. There is_______water in the well but not enough for everyone in the 

village. 

A. few   B. a few   C. little   D. a little 

Question 16. I bought these magazines_______have something to read on the trip. 

A. for   B. so that   C. so as to   D. in order 

 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 
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Question 17.  Jim:“What about collecting used paper, bottles and plastic bags every 

day?’” 

                       Ha and Mai: “_______” 

A. Because they can pollute the environment. 

B. How come? Who can do that? 

C. That’s a very good idea. Let’s do that. 

D. What about this weekend? 

Question 18. Phuong:“I’m taking my TOEFL test tomorrow.” 

     Daisy: “_______” 

A. Good fortune.    B. Good luck.  

C. Good outcome.    D. Good success. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 19. Don’t worry, you can count on me. I’ll try my best to help you. 

A. look after  B. live on   C. rely on   D. stand for 

Question 20. We had a discussion in class today about requiring students to wear, 

school uniforms. 

A. ban   B. arrangement  C. reduction  D. debate 

 

Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 21. A small fish needs camouflage to hide itself so that its enemies cannot 

find it. 

A. cover   B. beautify   C. show   D. locate 

Question  22. Solar energy doesn’t cause pollution, but it is not cheap. 

A. expensive  B. effective   C. commercial  D. possible 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the correct 

word that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

It is estimated that about three billion people use the Internet computer network 

around the world. Most people use the Internet to (23) _______information or for 

entertainment. A new study, however, shows US that almost 10% of Internet users 

are using it SO often that it is seriously harming their lives. The study (24) 

_______that these people may find it difficult to stop using the Internet because they 

have become addicted. Someone who is addicted finds it extremely difficult to stop 

(25) _______activity. According to a psychologist in the field. 30% of Internet users 

claim that they use the Internet to escape from (26) _______or emotions. The study 

also shows that having a chat or discussion with strangers on the Internet is one of 

the most (27) _______activities. 

Question 23. A. take   B. get   C. make   D. catch 

Question 24. A. says   B. speaks   C. converses  D. tells 

Question 25. A. the   B. a    C. a    D. Ø 

Question 26. A. trouble   B. nuisance   C. dangers   D. problems 

Question 27. A. liking   B. desired   C. addictive   D. hunted 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions. 

One of the biggest trends in television in recent years has been the rise of “Reality 

TV”. These shows, in which ordinary people are placed in unusual situations and 

then filmed without a script, have become some of the highest rating shows on 

television. Early programs of this genre, including Big Brother (from the 

Netherlands) and Survivor (from the United States), have led to dozens of copycat 

programs in many different countries. A common element to many of these 
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programs is that a number of contestants are placed in a closed environment 

in which they are filmed 24 hours a day, and every week contestants are thrown off 

the show. What is it about these shows that makes them so popular? Perhaps it is 

because viewers enjoy watching ordinary people with real emotions being placed in 

extraordinary, situations. Or perhaps it is that people are really voyeurs – they enjoy 

being a spy, looking secretly into other people’s lives. 

  

Question 28. In recent years, “Reality TV has become more and more_______. 

A. interesting  B. unusual   C. popular   D. enjoyable 

Question 29. The underlined word ‘‘which” in the passage refers to_______. 

A. a common element   B. a closed environment 

C. every week    D.the show 

Question 30. We can see that Big Brotheris_______. 

A. from the Netherlands   B. from the United States 

B. a copycat program   D. shown in many different countries 

Question 31. What is true about “Reality TV”? 

A. They are made by ordinary people. 

B. They create many copycat programs. 

C. They describe people’s lives. 

D. They are filmed without a script. 

Question 32. We can infer from the passage that_______. 

A. “Reality TV” used to be more trendy 

B. “Reality TV” is becoming more and more competitive 

C. viewers enjoy watching something real but unusual 

D. viewers can become spies to look into other people’s lives 

 

II. WRITING (2.0 pts) 
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Mark the letter A, B, c, or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning, to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 33. “I will help you,” Bob said to me. 

A. Bob told me he would help me. 

B. Bob asked me to help him. 

C. Bob said that he would help you. 

D. Bob warned me that he would help her. 

Question 34. They had decorated the tree with colored balls. 

A. Colored balls had been decorated under the tree. 

B. The tree had been decorated with colored balls. 

C. They had decorated colored balls and the tree. 

D. With colored balls the tree had looked beautiful. 

Question 35. I don’t want to hear you complaining any more. 

A. I’ve had enough of your complaining. 

B. I wish to hear you complaining more and more. 

C. Why don’t you complain more? 

D. I’m too busy to listen to your complaining. 

Question 36. I didn’t arrive in time to see her. 

A. I was early enough but I didn’t see her. 

B. She was late so I couldn’t see her. 

C. I wasn’t early enough to see her. 

D. I am so late that I can’t see her. 

 

Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, 

beginning with the given words. 

Question 37. The mother made the little girl go to bed in time. 

=> The little girl__________________________________________. 
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Question 38. She can’t go to school today because she is ill. 

=> If she_________________________________________________. 

Question 39. My sister began to learn English when she was six years old. 

=> My sister has__________________________________________. 

Question 40.The car was so expensive that my dad didn’t buy it. 

=> The car was too________________________________________. 

 

Đáp án: 

1. D  10. A 19. C 28. C 

2. C 11. A 20. D 29. B 

3. В 12. C 21. C 30. A 

4. A 13. B 22. A 31. D 

5. C 14. D 23. В 32. С 

6. C 15. D 24. A 33. A 

7. D 16. C 25. C 34. B 

8. B 17. C 26. D 35. A 

9. D 18. B 27. C 36. С 

 

37. The little girl was made to go to bed in time by her mother. 

38. If she were/ was not ill, she could go to school today. 

39. (1) My sister has been learning English since she was six years old. 

      (2) My sister has learnt English since she was six years old. 

40. The car was too expensive for my dad to buy. 

 


